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President's Letter to Members

Since the last newsletter, I have been deployed by UK
DVI to the earthquake in Christchurch, New Zealand
in February, where 181 people perished. I will go into
the details of that deployment at some time in the future but it allowed me
the pleasure of working again with past President Judy Hinchliffe who
emigrated to New Zealand a few years ago.

Whilst in the mortuary, I was initially teamed up with a New Zealand
dentist who, lo and behold, used to be a tenant of mine some years ago in
London - what a small world. This got me thinking about how small the
world really is these days - virtually anywhere is only a day away (even if
Christchurch was 28 hours away, but could you get any farther?). When
disaster strikes, help can be requested from literally the other side of the
world with an expectation that it will arrive very quickly.

For these reasons, International relations and friendships are increasingly
important. To this end, I decided to drop in to Australia on the way back to
the UK and stayed with Prof John Clement and his wife Pauline in
Melbourne. As John is a fellow biker, we had plenty of boys' things to talk
about. Whilst there, he arranged a meeting with the current President of the
Australian Society of Forensic Odontology (AuSFO), Dr Tony Hill. We
had a lengthy and useful meeting and discussed many issues. It struck me
that both our Associations are heading in the same direction and coming
across the same hurdles.

In May, Whilst in Brazil, I also met with the President of the Brazilian
Association for Legal Odontology, Prof. Dr Jeidson Marques. There has
been little previous contact with Odontologists in South America and we
both agreed that our meeting was most constructive.



As President of BAFO and at a time of seemingly increasing natural
disasters and the threat of terrorism, I intend to promote international
awareness and relations wherever I can. I feel that this can only be
beneficial.

Back home and we have the annual conference in November on the
horizon. This year we will be in York. Details of the programme and
booking form etc. can be found in this issue, and details of the hotel can be
found on the website. As is usual with these things, there may be some
slight variations before the day but there is a nice mix of research, case
reports and general interest topics.

To make the life of the poor conference coordinator easier, there will be a
strict application time limit this year, so get your pens out ASAP please. In
view of a healthy bank balance, the committee have decided that the Gala
Dinner this year will be fully subsidised. This seemed to be a suitable way
of using BAFO funds for the potential benefit of all the members. Even
more reason to come this year.

Following a very successful awareness day in April, 25 DCP's were
recruited to the DVI pool and I am sure that John Robson will have more to
say on that. This was followed by an update for the Odonts in the pool,
which is the subject of a separate article. Both days went very well. With
the Olympics next year, it was particularly important to increase resilience
in DVI.

The committee continue to slave away and my thanks go to them for their
dedication and support.

Enough from me, hope to see you all in November in York.

Phil Marsden

BAHID Conference, Manchester,
April 10 2011 BAHID

This year's BAHID Conference entitled "The Missing" was opened by Alan
Puxley, head of Kenyon and president of BAHID, who introduced an
impressive list of speakers covering an extensive range of topics.

All the speakers were excellent and there was also a wide-ranging display of
poster presentations. Among the papers of particular dental interest, Geoff
Knupfer and his team from the Independent Commission for the Location of
Victims' Remains spoke of their work in Northern Ireland relating to the
location of victims who were court-martialled and subsequently executed by
paramilitary organisations. The Good Friday agreement allows the perpetrators
of such crimes to forward details of burial sites for the purposes of body
recovery only, without any evidence incidentally gathered able to be used
forensically. Favoured grave locations included peat bogs and beaches, the
former being notoriously difficult to drain and the latter subject to tidal
influence. At the time of writing, there have been seven investigations for body
recovery.

Doris Eerhart presented a case of a Dutch female who went missing, and it
was thought she had been abducted. A suspect was arrested and scattered body
parts were eventually discovered. The perpetrator had killed and burnt the
body, with subsequent scattering of the remains by wildlife. The mandible and
skull were both found and it was noted that the upper and lower anterior teeth
had lingual orthodontic retainer wires held in place by composite. The
orthodontist of the deceased was contacted and he confirrned the
identification.

Roland Wessling presented his paper on the recovery and identification of 250
bodies of soldiers, mainly Australian, buried in mass graves after the Battle of
Fromelles hi July 1916.

Eight burial pits were exhumed with four containing formal burials. The fifth
pit showed a hasty burial pattern, the sixth had very few bodies and the



final two pits were devoid of bodies. It was discovered from historical
sources that the Allied Command misinterpreted the digging of the final pits
as new trench digging prior to a German assault, and began shelling the area,
preventing the Germans from correctly burying the Allied dead. Odontology
played a small part in the identification process, as some dental and medical
records were still held by descendants of some deceased Australian troops,
and these had been offered as potential sources in response to publicity
campaigns.

Dr Michael Walbank from Cellmark discussed the loss of Pamir Flight 112 in
Afghanistan, in the mountainous north of the country above the snowline.
Forty three people were known to have died, including three Britons.
A comprehensive search was inevitably hampered by the inexperience of the
searchers, and the location of the crash site in a war zone above the snow
level.

Remains were randomly collected by members of the Afghan Army using
nylon "Hessian" type sacks. Body parts were mixed up, clothing was removed,
personal effects were mostly stolen and some bodies or parts thereof were
released to families of Afghan victims, before any formal identification
process had taken place. Sixty six bags of body parts were taken to the military
mortuary in Kabul for storage in less than ideal conditions.

Despite these massive complications, DNA profiling was carried out and a
total of forty four victims were identified, one more than the original manifest
had indicated.

A Turkish odontologist in attendance as part of the DVI team proved very
helpful - half a jaw was found and was significant in an identification.

At all conferences, interesting information is gleaned not only in the formality
of the lecture theatre, but also chatting with other professionals afterwards.

Professor Sue Black from Dundee explained that the embalming fluid used
for the cadavers in her department allows the soft tissues to retain their
flexibility, thus giving greater access to the oral cavily. Consequently, dental
students can learn to carry out extractions in the dissection room and also
practice giving inferior dental blocks!

I was impressed with the number of student delegates, indicating the interest in
forensic science among sixth-formers. However, Sue also tells me that she
includes a high level of anatomy in her forensic courses in order to give her
students a broader spectrum of knowledge to enhance their future
employment opportunities.

Bernard Crocker

A Career Pathway Begins To Form

When BAFO was conceived nearly thirty years ago, becoming involved in
forensic practice meant gaining knowledge and experience wherever one
could find it and putting oneself about - mostly at one's own cost,
especially in time spent away from the chair. Those features have not
changed but now there is a recognisable pathway leading to possible
involvement, especially for "younger" members. This article is aimed at
those people, as well as being a resume of BAFO's activities for more
established members.

BAFO has, in the author's view, benefited from lack of interest from higher
authority and has always tried to stay ahead of pending forensic
requirements. We produced a code of ethics as well as introducing
accreditation long before anyone else and the Association is now the
recognised accrediting body for the National Police Improvement Agency
(NPIA) as it was for the Council for the Registration of Forensic
Practitioners before that.

Odontological involvement is no sinecure. It requires dedication, reliability
and the availability that potential employers require. Anyone hoping for an
easy, profitable time would be well advised to look elsewhere. For those
who wish to advance themselves, the following points are intended to be
helpful.

POST-GRADUATE QUALIFICATION

Is becoming essential. There are two at the moment:



A) M.Sc. in forensic odontology at the University of Glamorgan,
courtesy of Drs. Cath Adams and Romina Carabott
(see: http://courses.glam.ac.Uk/courses/l 72-msc-forensic-odontoloEv)

B) DipFHID in human identification courtesy of Prof. Peter Vanezis at
Barts (Charterhouse Square) through the Academy of Forensic Sciences.
(see: http://www.afms.org.uk/)

Examination is offered by the Faculty of Forensic and Legal Medicine
(see: http://fflm.ac.uk/education/externaldiplomas/).

The Diploma is not yet included on the website but apparently soon will
be. Both are tailored to the needs of the busy practitioner as far as possible
but the latter will only support the recipient in the field of identification,
not the full range of odontological case-work.

EXPERIENCE of dental practice, general or hospital, has always been
essential and a minimum of five years is mandatory for consideration by
the NPIA.

FORENSIC SOCIETIES offer an insight into the broader forensic world.
Among the most appropriate are the Faculty of Forensic Medicine, Royal
College of Physicians, the British Academy of Forensic Science and the
Forensic Science Society.

LISTS OF EXPERTS. There are a number of these. BAFO publishes its
own list on its website which is likely soon to duplicate the NPIA list. It is
regularly viewed, apparently, by lawyers as well as police.
The NPIA list is privately available to all police (see below) and inclusion
should be the goal of all aspiring odontologists.

There are two other independent lists but these seem to be aimed at the
civil arena rather than the criminal and coronial.

N.P.I.A. This body presently carries out the task of accrediting all manner
of forensic experts. BAFO was an early contributor and, because of our
history, our system of accreditation for the preceding CRFP was readily
accepted. Essentials for inclusion are:

1) At least 5 years of practice (general or hospital) experience.
2) Possession of a relevant post-grad, qualification.
3) Some forensic experience (see below).
4) Subscription to our code of conduct.
5) Ready availability.

FORENSIC EXPERIENCE and MENTORING.

BAFO set up a mentoring system some years ago in the hope of helping
"younger" members to acquire hands-on case experience. Take-up has not
been very encouraging. Such experience is hard to come by so do take
advantage of what's on offer!

In conclusion, the author feels that the efforts he has put in have been well
rewarded in a forensic life of variety and interest. Good Luck !

Enquiries to
(Mentoring) Roland Kouble
rolandkouble(q),hotmail.co.uk

01142 323506 (H)

(Other) Simon Sampson 01273 514670 (H)
sinionfgjsampson.co.uk

Graham Ritchie



Request for your participation in forensic odontology research projects

Notices
Committee

The constitution requires the following officers to retire or seek re-election
at the AGM in November 2011

Honorary Secretary: Simon Sampson
Academic Advisor: Geoff Craig

Nominations, endorsed by a Proposer and a Seconder, who must be a
member of BAFO, should be in the hand of the secretary, Simon Sampson,
before the 28th October 2011.

The following positions are up for election at the next AGM:
President Elect - to serve for one year on the committee before taking up
the position of President of BAFO at the 2012 AGM
Membership Secretary - Following the retirement of Brian Chittick.

Ordinary members of the committee: There are two positions for ordinary
members of the committee up for election. The ordinary member serves for
two years on the committee.

Should any ftill members wish to be put forward for election as President
Elect or as an ordinary member of the committee, then nominations,
accompanied by the names of a Proposer and Seconder, all of whom
should be members of BAFO, must be received by the secretary by
28th October 2011.

As you are probably aware our MSc Forensic Odontology students do a
research project as an important part of their course. This involves
them researching an area of forensic odontology and sometimes involves
the use of questionnaires, which get sent out to odontologists if appropriate.

As they are unable to use the BAFO membership list, due to data
protection, as a source of contact details we need to have your consent to be
included in a mailing list for questionnaires. It is often part of the research
to have a variety of experience levels included so do not worry if you are a
student, being mentored or actively involved in casework, everyone is
welcome.

I am sure you will agree that research is important for our speciality to
progress so please contact me on cmt.adams@cxpertforensicsltd.co.uk if
you are happy to participate.

Many thanks in anticipation,
Cath Adams, Romina Carabott and Nathan Brown

Amendments to the Constitution

The committee proposes the following amendments to the constitution:-

Under Item 3 - the committee wishes to add the following category of
membership.

E) Honorary Presidential Membership — restricted to the incumbent
presidents of other forensic odontological associations with which BAFO
has a reciprocal arrangement and/or at the discretion of the committee.



Under Item 11 - the committee wishes to amend this item.

Current wording 'The Association shall, in furtherance of its
constituted aims, take upon itself the task of accreditation of those full and
honorary life members who wish to be thus considered. All associated
criteria, conditions, rights and responsibilities shall be subject to approval
at a General Meeting, as shall any subsequent alterations to the same.'

Amended wording 'The Association shall, in furtherance of its
constituted aims, take upon itself the task of accreditation of those full and
honorary life members who wish to be thus considered. All associated
criteria, conditions, rights and responsibilities shall be subject to approval
by the committee, as shall any subsequent alterations to the same.'

Any comments on these amendments should be voiced at the forthcoming
AGM (as advertised in this newsletter) or sent to the Honorary Secretary,
Simon Sampson, by Wednesday 9* November 2011.

Contact Details - Dr Simon Sampson, 'Morialta', Palmerston Road,
Newhaven, BN9 ONS. simonfajsimonsampson.me 01273514670

REPORT OF ODONTOLOGY TEAM UPDATE TRAINING DAY
2nd APRIL 2011 - CARDIFF
John Robson and his team must be congratulated on arranging such a very
informative and useful training day on Saturday 2nd April held at the
Medicentre on the University Hospital campus in Cardiff. Those attending
the meeting were all BAFO members who were available to attend and
who had previously registered their interest in becoming members of UK
DVI.

The Aim of the training day was 'To inform members of the British
Association for Forensic Odontology and UKDVI Odontology DVI team
of the current coordination for national and foreign deployments with the
objectives 'To update members of the British Association for Forensic
Odontology and UKDVI Odontology DVI team of the current coordination
for national and foreign deployments and discuss future training
requirements for the team'.

Nigel Humphries, the National UK DVI Coordinator, introduced himself
and provided details of the background to his previous experience (HMIC,
ACPO). In his present appointment he works for the Cabinet and Home
Office. He emphasised some of the problems he is at present battling with
and not unsurprisingly the major one being the promise of sufficient and
sustainable funding! UK DVI has already taken its hit with spending cuts
but funding is now secure until after the 2012 Olympic Games and the
Commonwealth Games. (Is this decision not a little short sighted and
perhaps one BAFO should be helping to challenge?)
He gave a comprehensive if
somewhat rapid overview of the
UK DVI organisation, covering
such aspects as Command and
Control, Mobilisation procedures,
Scene management, Recon-
naissance, Rescue and Triage,
Decontamination (CBRN events),
People management, Planned
Exercises of which there will be
two per year (Ex Creek June
2012) and another planned for October 2012. He stressed how important it
was that organisations such as BAFO took part in these exercises.

He ended his presentation by providing details of the DVI Register and its
Quality assurance (QA) and stressed that for odontology BAFO would be
responsible for QA. He also confirmed that odontology would have lead
role in future mass disaster scenarios.

Cath Adams spoke next on 'Odontology team structure, insurance,
recruitment of DCPs as Odontology team assistants.' She outlined the
Command and Control organisation and explained that the UK Resilience
planning was based on a seven site simultaneous incident with a casualty
loading of up to 2400 victims. She explained that there were not enough
trained forensic odontologists available in UK to deal with such a scenario.
Assistance would now be provided in the form of secretarial, charting,
radiography, and photography by trained DCPs. A training and stringent
interview day had already been held the previous day and sufficient



numbers of DCPs recruited which had overnight doubled the size of the
odontology resilience team. The number of applications from DCPs
(nurses/hygienists) had far outnumbered the present foreseen requirement!
She stressed that all the DCPs that had been selected as members of the
Team had undergone an extremely stringent and demanding selection
process. Cath was at pains to crush any concerns that DCPs might start to
take over some of the roles of the odontologists. No one present seemed
to be worried that this might be the case. It is a practise that the Defence
Dental Service Dental Identification Team (DDSDIT) has been using for
many years; it works very well and the contribution of the DCPs has been
found to be indispensable!

Cath strongly advised everyone present to contact the Operational Training
Unit of their local police force in order that they could train with them
when they ran their local disaster management training exercises. She
explained that if anyone present had problems making such contact they
should contact her and she would provide necessary details. She also
reminded us about the two UK DVI Training Exercises in 2011 and
mentioned that T&S would probably be funded for those attending but that
there would be no daily rate payable.

After a very substantial sandwich lunch Mel Oura gave us an excellent and
very well presented insight into the importance of TRiM (Trauma Risk
Management). She covered three main aspects in her presentation; The
Military Dental Identification Team explaining how new recruits to the
team were trained and managed. The structured induction process,
mentoring and TRiM assessment undertaken.

She discussed the historical development of TRiM in the UK armed forces.
Explained that Critical Incident Stress Debriefings had been found to be
ineffective. Research evidence had shown that peer delivered assessments
with follow up were more effective and this was now the system widely
used within the armed forces and some other government departments
namely the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and Fire Services.

She explained in detail why TRiM was necessary but stressed that it does
not make practitioners counsellors, qualify personnel to work as life and
stress managers nor make them 'stress experts'.

She explained how TRiM can be effective, how it is used i.e. the TRiM
process, how it is used within the military Dental Identification Team (DIT)
and how its use within the military could be translated and used within
UKDVI.

Mel concluded her excellent and very comprehensive talk by telling us that
TRiM was 'here to stay in the military context*, it provides a signpost not a

l solution. Stress is a normal reaction to an abnormal event. Awareness of
TRiM throughout the military assists in reducing stigma and stressed that
only in rare cases did personnel go on to have long term issues.

The next presenter was Lee Hatcher - Mortuary Operations Manager,
Cardiff & Vale Heath Health Board. The title of his talk was 'Health and
Safety and HTA considerations within the mortuary.' He gave us a resume
of the Human Tissues Act and then talked about the Mortuary Health &
Safety 'bible' which covers such matters as Risk Assessments, Main
Hazards in the mortuary, Infection risks, chemical hazards, and manual
handling.

He explained how and why Risk assessments had to be carried out and
went on to talk about the various Bio Hazard groups (Group 1 - 4). He
reminded us of the fact that in the majority of cases we will not know what
infectious material the deceased might be harbouring! He explained what
can be done to minimise infection risks e.g. wearing of gloves, (double
gloving recommended) aprons, gowns, scrubs, washing of hands, use of
disposables whenever possible. He briefly described some of the more
weird and wonderful infections that we could be subjected to such as
Anthrax, Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria and necrotising tonsillitis. He went on
to discuss in more detail the Human Tissues Act (HTA) which had come
about after the Alder Hey Children's Hospital debacle. As a result of the
HTA he explained what should now happen with regard to disposal of
human remains and body parts, retention of tissue samples, their return to
families when requested, repatriation and what the Coroners and relatives
require.

The final presentation by Brian Chittick gave an insight into future plans
for annual training of UK DVI team members. Some training will be



organised by UK DVI using the kit that will be deployed. He reminded us
that all BAFO UK DVI members needed to be proactive by contacting
their local Operation Support DVI manager. Some of the areas that would
be covered by future multi-disciplinary training exercises conducted with
DCPs would cover Radiology Protection in the mortuary, Plassdata, x-Ray
equipment including NOMAD training, clinical photography training and a
CBRN update as some examples.

I was very encouraged by the Training Day. The UK hopefully can at last
hold its head high in the knowledge that we do now have a deployable UK
DVI team. Those of us deployed to assist with the identifications of
victims from the Asian Tsunami felt ashamed by the initial UK response.
A great deal has been achieved since December 2004 with DVI in the UK.
It would be wrong not to acknowledge the foresight and contribution made
by Professor Sue Black not only while on deployment in Phuket in
December 2004 but also on her return in 'pushing the right buttons in the
right places' in order to ensure that the UK was not found to be a lame
duck when the next occasion arises and trying to make sure that the UK
has a deployable DVI Team for future disasters.

JH Hardy

Obituary - David Watt

David Watt (middle) with John Rosie
and Bernie Crocker at the UK D VI
training day.

When the news of David's
untimely death was announced to
members of BAFO on 6th May
earlier this year I looked at my
computer screen again and again in disbelief. David had perished at the
controls of one of his microlight aeroplanes the previous day doing
something he loved and had done hundreds of times before with never a
glitch. Indeed when I bumped into Jim Hardy and David arriving together
at Cardiff Medicentre only a month previously for the DVI training day

David mentioned to us that it would have been perfectly feasible for him to
have flown down for the day but for the fact that re-fuelling would have
been problematic.

What a tragedy. In the short time that I had come to know David I would
like to think that we had formed a common bond linked with enthusiasm
for the mountains, his commitment to SARDA and from a selfish perspec-
tive the fact that, as a hill walker, I may one day may have become on of
his potential clients!

David graduated from the Royal Dental Hospital in London in 1970 and
after several House Officer jobs he undertook a year as SHO in Lagos as
VSO. When he returned to England he took up a post in the Community
Dental Service in Surrey where he met his wife, Anette, and then had a year
as a postgraduate student in Dundee obtaining his Diploma in Dental Public
Dentistry.

In 1975 David became Regional Dental Officer in Zambia NW province.
David and Anette returned from Zambia to Denmark that year to become
married as husband and wife. Returning to Zambia their honeymoon was
spent travelling across Africa on David's BSA 350 motorbike eventually
returning to UK at the end of the year on the same trusty BSA. David then
worked in general practice in Inverness in 1976 but the attractions of
Anette's native country of Denmark was compelling. David and Anette
then spent two years in Samsoe where David worked as a General Dental
Practitioner.

On return to England David purchased a practice in Kirby Stephen and
threw himself into the many activities of the community. Over the next few
years he obtained both the Diploma in General Dental Practice and the
MGDS from the faculty of General Dental Practitioners at the Royal
College of Surgeons of England as well as the diploma in Conscious
Sedation from the University of Newcastle.

In 2000 he became a Local Adviser for Dental Protection Limited to help
colleagues in times of difficulty, and in that role he was very active until his
untimely death. Unfortunately he had a climbing accident and damaged his



hand which forced him into early retirement from clinical work and in
2002 he sold his practice.

Did this injury stop David in his tracks? It hardly slowed him down. In
2005 he studied Forensic Medical Sciences at the University of Glasgow
and in 2006 passed a Diploma in this subject in London. Because of his
interest in rescue work and forensics he was on the Kenyon International
register for disaster work and now somewhat ironically in 2009 he attended
the Spanair air crash in Madrid and last year the Afriquyah air crash in
Tripoli as part of the rescue teams.

David had a passion for life; a real action man. If you wanted something
doing then he was the man to call. David had foresight and an active and
enquiring mind, the ability for problem solving and lateral thinking. He
was persuasive and was good at, for example, coercing unsuspecting
individuals to act as bodies on freezing cold winter days for the mountain
rescue team to find on the promise of a helicopter ride afterwards. Worse
was burying his long-suffering wife Anette in a snow hole hoping that the
search dogs would find her before hypothermia did!

David was a one-off, some may say a maverick never afraid to push the
boundaries or challenge authority. He touched many people's lives in some
way. Although he died doing something he loved, we have lost a dear
colleague, but most importantly Anette, Andrew and Alison have lost their
mainstay. David, it would be trite to say that you will be missed.

DV1 NEWS

DEPLOYMENTS
Since last DVI newsletter there has only been the one deployment to New
Zealand for the earthquake investigations. Phil Marsden was the only odont
who went - with a contingent from the Met police. Despite requesting more
than one odont he was sent alone and worked very long hours to assist the
New Zealand team. Judy Hinchliffe returned home to New Zealand later
and assisted in AM and recon. We reviewed and collated one UK AM
record this end which was then sent out to Christchurch.

Hopefully, Phil will be presenting his interesting New Zealand experiences
sometime in the future.

UKDVI
Despite our earlier misgivings UK DVI is still in existence - although the
controlling organisation may be changing. We have been promised further
funding for training but are still waiting to be reimbursed for the last
training days! (see reports)
1 managed to get to the Interpol meeting in Lyon where despite my best
efforts I was the only UK odont representative! Most countries had at least
2 odonts in attendance. See below...

INTERPOL DVI REPORT.

The 2011 meeting of the Interpol Standing Committee for DVI took place
in Lyon at the end of June with worldwide representation.

The committee is divided into 3 "break out" working parties representing
odontology, pathology and police and an extra day was put aside this year
for these sub groups to meet, (my comments in italics)

In the odontology group discussions ranged widely over many subjects.
Minor changes were discussed on the Interpol forms and, of course,
particularly concerning Fl and F2 and much discussion centred around
whether the deciduous teeth should be numbered separately or
automatically changed by clicking on the appropriate permanent tooth- the
newer system. In the end the consensus was that the old system should be
reinstated. There was also discussion of the minutiae of the Plassdata
matching system and which codes should be used to input both AM and
PM information. In the end it was decided there should be less choice of
input - however the system actually only matches on about 7 parameters
and is only a "suggested match" system. This seems eminently sensible as
then the suggested matches can be examined in detail in hard copy, on the
Plassdata system or both.



It was suggested that there should be International standards in odont
training as this was extremely variable and the subject of contracts and
financial agreements should be generalised. For instance New Zealand has
agreed to pay loss of practice expenses on top of a daily rate. (Don't get
excited - though very desirable - / cannot see this being approved in UK
and there would be quite a few practical problems). It was also mooted
that payment by the authorities should be within 30 days post deployment.
(this I think we should pursue with our paymasters...as some authorities
are notoriously slow!)

Tony Hill (Aus) showed a fascinating presentation on the use of CT
scanning in the Australian bush fires. Each body was scanned in "situ" in
the bag and this turned out to be very successful because of the fragile
burnt nature of the bodies. (I think this will be used more and more in the
future)

Alain Middleton (Aus) was elected chair of our group with Irena Davidson
(Swe) as deputy.

In the main meeting many subjects were covered including a new project
called FASTID in which Dundee University is playing a major part. This is
the creation of an international centralised simplified database to identify
and link missing persons or unidentified bodies. (MPUB) (needed in UK).
Various case studies were presented including the recent air crash in the
Congo, the earthquakes in Samoa, China and New Zealand, and a fire in
Latvia. From the UK police, Howard Way mentioned some of the
preparations that are on-going for London next summer and Sue Black
spoke about the DVI training course in Dundee which some of us were
involved with, and the University is now hoping to go worldwide using the
distance learning facility which was built in.

Altogether a very useful meeting and it is so important that the UK is
represented so that we can air our views and influence decisions made in
such an important international forum.

Training etc

As requested by the Home Office we have managed to recruit 25 DCPs to
the DVI pool in order to boost numbers in case of multiple location
simultaneous incidents.

In April we ran a training weekend in Cardiff for the pool members. The
Friday was aimed at the DCPs and was entitled "DVI awareness day" at
which we had about 30 participants. The morning opened with Cath, Brian,
Phil and myself presenting a quick overview of dental ID, the DVI team
structure and what would be expected of the DCPs in theatre and then 2
military DCPs presented their DVI mortuary experiences from the DCPs
perspective. After lunch Mel Oura gave a very interesting presentation on
TRiM (trauma risk management) awareness and then each prospective
member was interviewed. Whilst waiting for interview the others were
shown the Fl and F2 AM and PM forms. It was explained that there would
be quite a commitment expected from the DCPs (training, vaccinations ,
membership of BAFO etc) without any guarantee of deployment.

On the Saturday we concentrated on odont training and networking see
Jim Hardy's report.

We have also been endeavouring to take individual DCPs to the mortuary
for our routine coroner's cases so that the environment can be experienced
and have involved odonts of lesser experience and DCPs in some police
training exercises. Hopefully this will continue in the future.

John Robson Chairman BAFO DVI committee
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The International Association for Paleodontology

The International Association for
Paleodontology (IAPO) was established in 2007 and
has members worldwide. The lAPO's mission as a non-
profit organization is three-pronged:

• it works to advance research and increase
knowledge about oral and general health of
ancient populations by promoting paleodontological and
bioarchaeological researches.

• IAPO supports and represents the scientific community interested
in paleodontology by facilitating professional development within
the research community and providing member services.

• IAPO strives to facilitate the communication and application of
research findings within other scientific areas.

The Journal of Paleodontology which is free online and has some quite
interesting articles and can be found at www.paleodontology.com

The Dental Anthropology Association

Objectives of the Dental Anthropology Association: The
general nature, object and purpose of this Association
shall be for any and all of the following purposes:

(a) For the exchange of educational, scientific and
scholarly knowledge in the field of dental anthropology.

(b) To stimulate interest in the field of dental anthropology

(c) To publish a journal, DENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY, the Official
Publication of the Dental Anthropology Association

The Journal of the Dental Anthropology Association is also free online at
http://anthropology.osu.edu

BAFO AUTUMN CONFERENCE PROGRAMME 2011
HILTON YORK HOTEL

Friday llth November

(25 minute presentations, 5 minutes for questions)

2.00pm - 4.00pm - MSc dissertation/research presentations
4.00pm - Tea
4.30pm-AGM

Saturday 12th November

(25 or 40 minute presentations, 5 minutes for questions)

09.00am - Xanthe MALLETT; Brothers in arms
09.45am - Ron FODEN; A question of intent, GBH and ABH
10.15am-Coffee
10.45am - Roland KOUBLE; The Crossbow Cannibal
11.15am - Julia BEAUMONT; Migration using sequential dentine
samples
11.45am - Tal SIMMONS; Decomposition and time since death

12.30pm-Lunch

2.00pm - Jason TUCKER; Loss of immunity for expert witnesses
2.45pm - Leigh EVANS; Distortion in bite marks
3.15pm-Coffee
3.45pm - Michael SANDHOLTZER; The use of micro-CT in forensic
odontology: Heat induced alterations of teeth and its consequences for the
identification process
4.30pm - Graham RITCHIE; Self-inflicted bites

6.45pm - Pre-dinner drinks
7.45pm - Gala dinner (Black Tie)

Final timings may vary



Hilton York Hotel

Please note that applications should be in by 30th Sept.

The form can also be downloaded from;
http://www.bafo.org.uk/downloads/Conf.%20Booking%20form

%20YORK%202011 .ndf

President

Secretary

Treasurer

Current Committee Members

Dr Phil Marsdcn
Peer review and webmaster

phmarsdenfgthotmail.com

Dr Simon Sampson

Morialta
Palmerston Road

Newhaven
E. Sussex
BN9 ONS

Mob. 07971898065

Dr Ron Foden

26B The Hornet
Chichester

West Sussex
PO194JG

Membership Secretary Dr Brian Chittick
Dental Centre

JSU Northwood
Sandy Lane

NORTHWOOD
HA6 3HP

PJHQ-JSU-Dental-SDS@mod.uk
For all changes of address, Please e-mail to the above.



Ordinary members and their specific responsibilities are as follows:

Dr Adrian Harold

Dr Rupert Parsons

Dr Cath Adams

Dr John Rosie

Dr Leigh Evans

Co-opted members:

Dr. Roger Summers

Dr Roland Rouble

Education, DVI

Changes in Legal Status of BAFO

Police liaison

Editor of the Newsletter
&

Mentoring
Mob. 07714200738 rolandkouble@hotmail.co.uk

Past presidents attending meetings currently

Dr Bill Shardlow Immediate Past President

Prof. Geoff Craig

Dr John Robson

Dr Graham Ritchie

Academic Advisor

DVI

Peer Review and Audit



Booking Form - BAFO Autumn Conference 2011
HILTON YORK HOTEL

1 Tower Street York. YO1 9WD. North Yorkshire

i th
www.hilton.co.uk/york

iftlFriday 11in and Saturday 12'n November 201'
Yes

Your name: . .. BAFO Member
No

Name of partner (if applicable):

Address:

Email: .Tel No's (Home & Mobile}:.

Booking Options
The hotel offers Single & Double-bedded rooms and rooms with two double beds. Full conference packages are based on a choice
of three options: L single occupancy of a room 2^ A delegate sharing double bedded room with partner or 3. Two delegates
sharing a room with 2 double beds. BAFO has a limited number of rooms reserved for Fri. & Sat. as a conference package so
please return this form without delay to the address shown below in order to secure your requested accommodation.

Conference Packages

1. Full single delegate £346

(Includes Friday and Saturday night bed and breakfast, half-day conference from 2 p.m. Friday, Saturday full day
conference, including lunch, tea, coffee etc and BAFO dinner {black tie} at The York Castle Museum on Saturday
evening [ www.yorkvenues.org.uk/Page/YorkCastleMuseum.aspx.]

2. Full single delegate with accompanying partner sharing room £399

(Includes Friday and Saturday night bed and breakfast for delegate and partner. Half-day conference from 2 p.m.
Friday. Saturday full day conference (including lunch, tea, coffee etc for BAFO delegate only). BAFO dinner on
Saturday evening for BAFO delegate and partner.)

3. Full delegate package, sharing double room with another delegate
(room with two double beds) cost per delegate £255 (i)

(Includes Friday and Saturday night bed and breakfast, half-day conference from 2 p.m. Friday. Saturday full day
conference, including lunch, tea, coffee etc. and BAFO dinner on Saturday evening.)

Room shared with (BAFO delegate name) £255 (ii)

Day packages (no accommodation included)
1. Friday Half Day Delegate .£37

2. Saturday Full Day Delegate
Full day conference package including lunch, tea, coffee etc.
BAFO dinner on Saturday evening.

.£75

.£35

Please indicate here if you have any special dietary needs and provide
the details separately.

TOTAL due £,
Please make cheques payable to BAFO and send with this form to:
BAFO TREASURER
26b The Hornet,
Chichester, West Sussex. PO19 7JG
[el:01243 771314 e-mail:- r.d.foden@talk21.com

PLEASE return this form ASAP and before 30th September at the very latest

NB: Cancellation policy: any refund of accommodation charges is dependent upon the room reserved being re-let by the hotel.


